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A Surprise Introvert
Many of the things that come to mind about Obama are: He appears warm, friendly,
charming, is a great orator, plus his bold optimism and "hope" slogan.
Obama is an Introvert.
Although not generally known to the public, it is something that has been widely
commented on by people close to the U.S. president, as well as a range of reporters from
The New York Times, CNN, Forbes, CBS News, The Washington Post, The BBC.

Jodi Kantor (his most recent biographer) : “He is an extremely solitary man. He is the most
introverted president we have seen in the United States for decades.”
Introversion has nothing to do with social competence. How well a person is able to
communicate, build rapport, charm and influence others is one part of a much larger set
of skills belonging to emotional intelligence (EI) — in which we suspect Obama scores
very highly.
When introverts have very polished social skills, it’s easy to confuse them for extraverts.
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The Power of Introverts
Extraverts are energised by events, people and things in the outside world;
Introverts are more energised by their internal world, alone time and solitary
activities. (Introversion is not the same as being shy. Shy people tend to avoid social
encounters out of anxiety or fear.)

Culturally, we tend to associate leadership with extroversion and we can’t seem to
completely break away from the idea that there’s something wrong with an
introverted leader.
Susan Cain, the author of “Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can't Stop
Talking,” which ranked as high as #4 on The New York Times Best Seller list, gives
numerous counter examples.
In an interview with Susan Cain, she noted that both Obama and Romney are "innies"
at heart and that, “Much of what has enabled them to get to the place where they are
today is their introversion… They’re known for very careful and meticulous planning of
campaigns. They have cerebral styles.”
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Low I / High C is Introversion
The High I (Influence) score deals with a preference for behaving in a way that seeks
out people to interact with and influence in manner that is talkative, bubbly,
outgoing, expressive and animated.
The Low I score is a preference for behaving in a way that is sceptical, logical, nondemonstrative, calculated, and matter-of-fact with their approach to influencing
people.
Everything about Obama suggests Low I / High C. He is careful, measured, nonexplosive, highly analytical, attentive to facts; even appearing somewhat distant and
remote at times.
One of the hallmarks of the Low I / High C is introversion. In Obama’s own book, "The
Audacity of Hope," he reflects that he, “Would often spend the evening holed up in
my office in the back of our railroad apartment; what I considered normal often left
Michelle feeling lonely.”
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Obama's DISC Profile (DTS International Guess)

It is hard to tell what a political figure’s true style is, beneath what we are shown and led
to believe. Based on the best evidence though, we would say two things are accurate:
He is an introvert and He is not a High I.
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DiSC & EQ
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